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CLOCKS
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CLOCKS

Modern clocks which ﬁts large
spaces perfectly; open spaces, warehouses,
meeting rooms...

CLOCKS

/ Mega

/ Aria

TECHNICAL FEATURES



Reference

400094280



Materials

Clock frame + backing: plastic
Front protection: glass



Energy

Battery 1 x AA 1,5V (not included)

28,5 cm

readable up to 30 meters



Reference

400094568



Materials

Clock frame + backing: plastic
Front protection: glass



Energy

Battery 1 x AA 1,5V (supplied)

57,5 cm

readable up to 180 meters
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CLOCKS

Smart clocks with radio controlled
technology in high precision.

CLOCKS

/ Wave

5

/ Maxi Wave

TECHNICAL FEATURES


References

Black
Metal grey

400094561
400094562







Materials

Clock frame + backing: plastic
Front protection: glass

Energy

Battery 1 x AA 1,5V (included)

30 cm

radio controlled



References

Black
Metal grey



Materials

Clock frame + backing: plastic
Front protection: glass



Energy

Battery 1 x AA 1,5V (included)

RESTRICTIONS USE:





Does not work in buildings
with metal structures
Does not operate on a high-frequency
transmitter (for example PC)
At a distance of 1500 km from the signal
emitter and the topographical conditions

readable up to 35 meters

37,5 cm

400094564
400094565

radio controlled

readable up to 150 meters
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CLOCKS

Modern clocks with smart technical features,
like a numeric dater or a digital thermometer.

CLOCKS

/ Instinct

7

/ Tempus

TECHNICAL FEATURES


Reference

100340853



Reference

400094592



Materials

Clock frame + backing: plastic
Front protection: glass



Materials

Clock frame + backing: plastic
Front protection: glass



Energy

Battery 1 x AA 1,5 V (not included)



Energy

Battery 1 x AA 1,5 V (included)

30,5 cm
calendar

DST

daylight saving time
readable up to 35 meters

30,5 cm

thermometer

readable up to 35 meters
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CLOCKS

Magnetic clocks, to be ﬁxed on
cupboards, walls, etc.

CLOCKS

/ Attraction

/ Magnet

TECHNICAL FEATURES






 Reference black400094404
References
400094561
white
400094563
 Materials
metalic
Clock
grey
frame
400094562
+ backing: plastic
Front protection: glass
Material
Outline: plastic / Cover: glass
 Energy
Battery 1 x AA 1,5V (included)
Energy
Battery 1x AA 1,5V (supplied)
22 cm Average consumpti
magnetic on: 0,37piezoelectricity
mA

silent movement
readable up to 22 meters
40 cm
radio controlled







 Reference
References
black400094406
400094564
metalic grey 400094565
 Materials
Clock frame + backing: plastic
Front
protecti
on: glass
Material
Outline:
plasti
c / Cover:
glass
 Energy
Energy

Batt1x
eryAA
1 x1,5V
AA 1,5V
(not included)
Battery
(supplied)
Average consumption: 0,22 mA
30,5 cm
magnetic
piezoelectricity
37,5 cm
radio controlled
readable up to 35 meters
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CLOCKS

CLOCKS

/ Baltic
Contemporary design with silent system
and wooden structure for a modern and
eco-responsible appearance.

TECHNICAL FEATURES


Reference

400094591



Materials

Clock frame: wood / backing: plastic
Front protection: glass



Energy

Battery 1 x AA 1,5V (included)

30,5 cm

silent movement

readable up to 30 meters
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FOOTRESTS

The platform tilt can be adjusted to any
desired angle which enables optimal support.

FOOTRESTS

/ Chrysalis
FUNCTIONAL
Recommended by the industrial medicine
The platform tilt can be adjusted to any
desired angle which enables optimal support
for the user’s legs.
The EU directive 90/270/EEC recommends
for VDU workstation that “a foot rest shall be
made available to any operater or user who
wishes one.”
Ergonomic concept developed in association
with the Industrial Medicine.

TECHNICAL FEATURES



Reference

100340820



Materials

ABS, PVC



Dimensions

L 42 x W 32 cm

adjustable angle
100, 150 and 200

3

4

FOOTRESTS

Ergonomic footrest
developed in association with
the Industrial Medicine.

FOOTRESTS

/ Nymphea
ERGONOMICS
Non skid surface
The use of a footrest avoids muscle strain cramp
and fatigue of the legs. The adjustable NYMPHEA
footrest improves your posture and circulation by
keeping feet and legs elevated.
The EU directive 90/270/EEC recommends for
VDU workstation that “a foot rest shall be made
available to any operater or user who wishes one.”
Ergonomic concept developed in association with
the Industrial Medicine.

TECHNICAL FEATURES


References

100340822



Materials

ABS, PVC



Dimensions

L 42 x W 32 cm

adjustable height
from 8 to 20 cm

adjustable angle
from 00 to 200

5

6

FOOTRESTS

The top surface of the Origin
footrest is made of half spheres that
exercise a relaxing massage.

FOOTRESTS

/ Origin
ERGONOMICS

The use of a footrest avoids muscle strain cramp and
fatigue of the lower limb. The top surface is made
of half PVC spheres that exercise a real relaxing
massage.

FUNCTIONAL

Height (9 to 13 cm) and tilt adjustable (100, 150,
200) it enables an individual setting according the
user’s morphology.

ECO-FRIENDLY

Made of recycled ABS.

TECHNICAL FEATURES


Reference

100340819



Material

recycled ABS



Dimensions

L 49,5 x W 36,5 cm

adjustable angle
100, 150 and 200
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LIGHTING
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LIGHTING
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LIGHTING

LIGHTING

/ Magic
DESIGN
And ideal handiness
The thinness of the arm, the head and the base give the
MAGIC lamp a natural elegance that everyone likes immediately.
Its movements are perfectly ﬂuid and allow a wide range of motion:

Triple articulation of the arm, revolving at 360° on the base

Head swivels in all directions. « It is simply perfect »

VISUAL COMFORT
And energy-saving
MAGIC is equipped with LED of the latest generation, lasting
40 years and providing a powerful lighting for a very low
electricity consumption. Fitted with lenses, the LED operate an
excellent diﬀusion of the light on the work surface, thus avoiding
any eyestrain.

SMART
Fitted out with all options:
Tactile switch with dimming of the light intensity. Memorization
of the intensity adjustment. Switching oﬀ after 5 hours without use:
no unnecessary consumption.

A perfect lamp in design,
functionality and diﬀusing quality
lighting. Fits any kind of desk.

TECHNICAL FEATURES


Source
- LED 5,6W built-in
(cannot be replaced)
- Lifetime: 40.000h
- 520 Lumens
- 93 Lm/W



Functions
- Arm with triple articulation,
swiveling at 360° on the base
- Head revolving in all directions
- Dimming of the light intensity
and memorization of the intensity
adjustment
- Switch OFF after 5 hours



Materials
ABS, recyclable aluminium

- 3000K


Reference
400016681 black



Dimensions

3

4

LIGHTING

/ Mamboled
MONEY-SAVING
At short and long term
MAMBOLED presents a lot of qualities:
 A good luminous eﬃcacy: 109Lm/W = good lighting
for a low consumption
 Consumes twice less than a ﬂuorescent lamp =
real electricity cost-saving

QUALITATIVE
MAMBOLED provides a quality lighting: powerful and
warm. It is equipped with a diﬀuser enabling a better
sharing out of the light on the work surface.

Wide movements:
ideal for engineers, architects...

MOVEMENTS
Double arm
Its double articulated arm equipped with compensation springs allows very large and smooth movements.
Its head is revolving in all directions. Supplied with base
and clamp.

TECHNICAL FEATURES


Source
- LED 5,6W built-in
(cannot be replaced)
- Lifetime: 40.000h
- 460 Lumens
- 109 Lm/W
- 3050K



References
400033683 black
400033684 metal grey



Functions
- Switch ON/OFF on the head
- Double articulated arm



Materials
ABS, recyclable aluminium



Dimensions

LIGHTING

5

/ Jokerled 2.0
Powerful lighting and subtle
design. Jokerled 2.0 oﬀers an excellent
quality/price ratio.

PERFORMING
Economic and performant
This new version of the JOKERLED 2.0 lamp is equipped with the
best LED quality you can ﬁnd on the market: Very high eﬃciency
and high colour rendering. Other advantage: the LED module can
be replaced as easily as a bulb.

LIGHTING QUALITY
Comfort and wellness
JOKERLED 2.0 diﬀuses a warm lighting very pleasant and without
danger for the eyesight. The asymetrical lighting eliminates glare
and limits the contrast avoiding eyestrain and headaches.

DESIGN
Modernised version of a bestseller
JOKERLED 2.0 was restyled by the famous French designer
internationally known Patrick Jouﬀret. He perfectly managed
to modernise the lines by keeping the rounded shapes and
harmonious proportions that made it a very successful lamp.
JOKERLED 2.0 is an essential model that will perfectly ﬁt any
oﬃce.

TECHNICAL FEATURES




Source
- LED 6W
(can be replaced)
- Lifetime: 40.000h
- 700 Lumens
- 108 Lm/W
- 2900K
Material
ABS plastic



Functions
- Tilting head and arm
- Switch ON/OFF on the base
3 positions: Oﬀ, 70% and 100%



References
400064432 black
400064434 metal grey
400064435 anise
400064436 lilac
400064437 white
400064438 blue



Dimensions
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LIGHTING

/ Terra
DESIGN
Thin lines
TERRA lamp has a recognizable design with thin and uncluttered
lines. Terra’s head is no more than 1 cm thick which gives it a very
elegant appearance.

Practical and economical
lamp, very pleasant to use daily with
its 4 lighting intensities.

ECONOMICAL
With intensity variation
It is equipped with high performing LED with low consumption.
TERRA also oﬀers 4 lighting intensities so that everyone can adjust
it according to their needs throughout the day. The tactile dimmer
switch is located on the base.

DIFFUSION
Optimal diﬀusion
TERRA lamp ensures a perfect lighting diﬀusion with the Edge LED
technology: no glare and better visual comfort.

TECHNICAL FEATURES


Source
- LED 5W built-in
(cannot be replaced)
- Lifetime: 40.000h
- 500 Lumens
- 100 Lm/W
- 3500K



Reference
400077409 metal grey



Functions
- Double articulation
- Adjustable head and arm
- Tactile dimmer switch on the base
- 4 lighting intensities



Material
Recyclable aluminium



Dimensions

LIGHTING

/ Success 80
ROBUST DESIGN
A timeless lamp
Lamps from the range SUCCESS are timeless
architect lamps with an universal design that has been
attracting for decades. SUCCESS is particularily robust
with metallic tubes arm. Switch on/oﬀ on the cable.
Delivered with its base and clamp SUCCESS oﬀers an
ultra competitive price.

Classical architect lamp and
very easy to handle. Mid-size for
work plan of average dimensions.

ERGONOMIC
Easy handling
Very easy to handle with the rotating double arm
equipped with balancing springs that facilitate the
positioning in any direction.

TECHNICAL FEATURES




Source
400092123 black:
- 1 LED bulb 11W E27 (ﬁtted)
- Lifetime: 30.000h
- 90 Lm/W
- 3000K

References
400092123 black (with bulb)
400093579 chrome (without bulb)



Functions
- Double arm
- Switch on/oﬀ on the cable



Material
Metal with epoxy paint



Dimensions
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LIGHTING

LIGHTING

/ Sol

Perfect to be used in the oﬃce
but also for students.

LED LIGHTING
Optimal quality
SOL lamp is equipped with integrated LED with very high
lighting quality. Lifetime of the source is about 20.000
hours.

TIMELESS DESIGN
Design from a French collaboration
SOL allies simplicity and modernity. The shape of the
head gives greater diﬀusion on the work surface.

COLOURS AND FUNCTIONS
Flexible arm
SOL is available in 4 diﬀerent colours and is equipped
with a ﬂexible top of the arm so that it is easily adjustable
in all directions.

TECHNICAL FEATURES




Source
- LED 4W built-in
(cannot be replaced)
- Lifetime: 20.000h
- 500 Lumens
- 100 Lm/W
- 3000K
Materials
ABS, metal arm with elastomer



Functions
- Switch ON/OFF on the cable
- Flexible arm



References
400077402 black
400077404 white
400077405 blue
400077406 red



Dimensions
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LIGHTING

An entry-level lamp, oﬀering a
powerful lighting in 4 levels of intensity.

LIGHTING

/ Ulva
ECONOMICAL
Low energy consumption
ULVA is an entry-lamp with a very attractive price. It’s
equipped with a LED, having a powerful lighting, a low energy
consumption and a 20 years’ lifetime.

DIMMING
Adjust the intensity
ULVA oﬀers 4 level of light intensity, allowing everybody
to adjust the lighting all day long according to their
needs. The tactile dimmer switch is located on the base.

DIFFUSION
The LED is equipped with a lens, for a better diﬀusion of the
light.

TECHNICAL FEATURES


Source
- LED 5,5W built-in
(cannot be replaced)
- Lifetime: 20.000h
- 400 Lumens
- 73 Lm/W
- 4900K



Reference
400012753 grey



Functions
- Dimmer tactile switch on the base
- The arm swivels on the base



Materials
Plastic, recyclable aluminium



Dimensions
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LIGHTING

Uplighter of the latest
generation at a very aﬀordable price.
Equipped with a dimmer of
luminous ﬂux.

LIGHTING

/ Dely
ECONOMIC LIGHTING
LED technology
DELY is equipped with a built-in LED unit developed by UNILUX:
energy consumption of only 30W for an excellent indirect lighting
of 3000 Lumens. No need to replace any consummables: the LED
unit has a lifetime of 40 000 hours : time and money saving.

DIMMING OF LIGHT INTENSITY
Light adjustable in strenght
DELY is equipped with a dimmer-switch located on the wire, easy
to reach (by foot) enabling to dim the light intensity: consumption
under control. Bowl ﬁtted with a reﬂector providing an optimal
diﬀusion of the light. Adjustable head: Direct the light as you like!

DESIGN
Sobriety of the lines
Its small base ensures the stability of the whole product, even
when placed near passing areas. Very thin post giving the product
a light and discreet look.

TECHNICAL FEATURES


Source
- LED 30W built-in
(cannot be replaced)
- Lifetime: 40.000h
- 3000 Lumens
- 130 Lm/W
- 3000K



Reference
400050389





Functions
- Adjustable bowl
- Foot dimmer
Materials
- Steel, epoxy coating
- Reﬂector in recyclable aluminium



Dimensions
Ø 28 cm
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LIGHTING

LIGHTING

/ Varialux
LED LIGHTING

The economic uplighter
that will light up your working
area at a low cost.

Economic and eﬃcient
LEDS are today more eﬃcient than energy saving bulbs of
100Lm/W. They oﬀer lower consumption (22W vs 45W for energy
saving bulbs) and also a longer lifetime (40 000h vs 10 000h for
energy saving bulbs).

INNOVATIVE
VARIALUX ﬁts your needs
This uplighter is equipped with a dimmer on the post, enabling
to dim the light intensity and to control the consumption.

GOOD LOOKING SHAPE
When beauty goes with eﬃciency
Its bowl enamelled inside ensures an optimal diﬀusion of the
indirect lighting. Its ballasted base guarantees the stability of
the whole.

TECHNICAL FEATURES


Source
- LED 22W built-in
(cannot be replaced)
- Lifetime: 40.000h
- 2200 Lumens
- 100 Lm/W
- 3000K



References
400090471 metal grey
400090469 black



Functions
- Dimmer on the post



Materials
- Steel, epoxy coating
- Bowl with white enamelled inside



Dimensions
Ø 36 cm
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RECEPTION

Perfect coat stand for open-space oﬃces,
manager oﬃces and reception halls.

RECEPTION

/ Accueil

/ Cypres

coat stand

3

coat stand

Rotating head

High welcoming capacity
and contemporary design with a
high quality ﬁnish.

TECHNICAL FEATURES


Reference

100340694



Features

- Rotating head
- 8 coat-pegs
- Umbrella stand
- Drip tray



Materials

- Post: epoxy painting steel
- Coat pegs: nylon, ABS and
polypropylene
- Umbrella stand and drip tray:
polypropylene



Capacity

8 garments / 9 umbrellas



Dimensions

H 175 x W 34 cm



Reference

100340639



Features

- Rotating head
- 24 coat pegs
- Umbrella stand
- Drip tray



Materials

- Black epoxy coated steel
- Umbrella stand and drip tray:
polypropylene
- Recyclable aluminium coat pegs



Capacity

24 garments / 6 umbrellas



Dimensions

H 170 x W 34 cm

24 garments
8 garments

9 umbrellas

6 umbrellas

4

RECEPTION

RECEPTION

/ Cypres

/ Fil

coat peg

Cypres can support up to
50 kg while respecting the clothes.

magnetic coat peg

Solo magnetic version,
adhering to any metal surface.

TECHNICAL FEATURES


Reference

100340805



Reference

100340762



Features

4 coat pegs / ﬁxing by screws



Features

Magnetic coat peg / rounded shape



Materials

Aluminium coat pegs
Steel frame with black epoxy paint ﬁnish



Materials

ABS, shiny cicolac



Dimensions

H 16,5 x L 46 x W 9 cm



Dimensions

H 10 x L 8 cm

12 garments

50 kg

1 garment

12 kg

magnetic
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RECEPTION

/ Steely

magnetic coat peg

Steely coat peg is adhering to any
metal surface. It can support up to 12 kg.

TECHNICAL FEATURES


References

black: 100340733 / metal grey: 100340734



Features

Magnetic coat peg / rounded shape



Materials

Steel with PVC cap



Dimensions

H 14,8 x L 6,8 cm

1 garment

12 kg

magnetic

RECEPTION

/ Meeting

garment rack

Sturdy and solid garment rack
for events or to use everyday.

Upper rack

Solidiﬁed junction piece
and rotating roller casters

TECHNICAL FEATURES


Reference

100340714



Features

- Mounted on rotating wheels
- Convenient lower rack



Materials

Steel, recyclable aluminium, ABS



Capacity

70 coat-hangers



Dimensions

H 170 x L 150 x W 50 cm

70 coat-hangers
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RECEPTION

/ Woody

/ Vesta

coat hanger

RECEPTION

9

coat hanger

Classical robust wooden coat hanger
with waxed ﬁnish for protection.

Solid wooden coat hangers,
ﬁtted with a transversal bar.
TECHNICAL FEATURES



Reference

100340720



Reference

100340725



Materials

Wood, steel



Materials

Wood, steel



Set

Supplied by set of 25 coat hangers



Set

Supplied by set of 25 coat hangers



Dimensions

L 45 x H 16 cm



Dimensions

L 45 x H 16 cm
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RECEPTION

Umbrella stand with a determinedly cheerful
modern look and very eleagant features.

RECEPTION

/ London

umbrella stand

/ Accueil

11

umbrella stand

Robust and stable
umbrella stand with an
excellent ﬁnish and
large drip-tray.

TECHNICAL FEATURES



Reference

100340828



Reference

100340825



Materials

Chromium-plated steel, translucent polyphane, wood



Materials

Steel post coated with epoxy ﬁnish, polypropylene umbrella holder



Dimensions H 71 x W 28 cm



Dimensions H 62 x W 34 cm

6 umbrellas

28 cm

9 umbrellas

34 cm
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